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Abstract 12 

A series of dynamic rupture events under constant tectonic loading is simulated on a 13 

fault with multi-scale heterogeneity and a stochastic rupture initiation process.  The 14 

fracture energy of the fault plane is assumed to have multi-scale heterogeneous 15 

distribution using fractal circular patches. The stochastic rupture initiation process as a 16 

function of the accumulated stress is introduced in order to take account of unknown 17 

smaller-scale heterogeneity and variability. Five realizations of a statistical spatial 18 

distribution of fracture energy (fault heterogeneity maps) are tested for the simulations 19 

of earthquake sequences during a few seismic cycles. The diversity of earthquake 20 

sequences is principally controlled by the spatial distribution of the patches. The effect 21 
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of dynamic rupture appears in the residual stress after the characteristic events due to 1 

their directivity and this localizes the subsequent sequences. Although the characteristic 2 

earthquakes occur rather regularly in time and similarly in different seismic cycles, 3 

some irregular behavior is found, based on the heterogeneity maps and the randomness 4 

of the preceding earthquake sequence, leading to a visible anomaly in the seismicity. 5 

Such anomalies are not predicable, but understandable through the analysis of the 6 

considered earthquakes during the cycle. The similarity and the diversity simulated in 7 

this study, governed by the structure of an inherent distribution of multi-scale 8 

heterogeneity, suggests the importance of the pre-existing heterogeneity field along the 9 

fault for the appearance of earthquake sequences, including those that are characteristic.      10 

1. Introduction 11 

 12 

Most numerical studies of earthquake source dynamics have been based on a fixed 13 

observation scale, namely the assumption of characteristic, or fixed-scale, fault 14 

parameters for a target event; while there are few examples considering multi-scalability 15 

of fault parameters (e.g. Andrews, 1976; Aochi and Ide, 2004; Ide and Aochi, 2005; 16 

Andrews, 2005). Some spatial heterogeneity on a fault plane is often given in terms of 17 

stress and/or fault strength to explain the complexity of event (e.g. Mikumo and 18 

Miyatake, 1979; Olsen et al., 1997; Fukuyama and Madariaga, 1998; Guatteri et al., 19 

2003; Oglesby and Day, 2005; Ripperger et al., 2007; and many others). The 20 

heterogeneous stress field has recently been also attributed to the complex fault 21 

geometry due to the irregular topography with respect to a tectonic force (e.g. Aochi 22 

and Fukuyama, 2002) and/or the history of past events (e.g. Duan and Oglesby, 2005; 23 

Shaw and Dieterich, 2007). As is natural, no detail smaller than an assumed model grid 24 
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size can be taken into account.  1 

Recently, Ide and Aochi (2005) pointed out that multi-scale heterogeneity is essential in 2 

modeling wide-scale self-similarity of the earthquake source process (e.g., Ide and 3 

Beroza, 2001; Uchide and Ide, 2007), which cannot be modeled by a viewpoint at a 4 

single scale. Such multi-scale heterogeneity should be able to be introduced in the 5 

fracture energy of the fault surface, or simply in the critical slip distance cD  of a 6 

slip-weakening law considering that fault strength is approximately constant and 7 

independent of the scales. The fracture energy is estimated as from 1 J/m
2
 in laboratory 8 

experiments (Atkinson, 1984; Ohnaka, 2003) to 1 MJ/m
2
 for large earthquakes (Beroza 9 

and Spudich, 1988; Ide 2002). Linearly increasing Gc in a uniformly strained medium 10 

produces a self-similar rupture propagation and thus explains the scale-independency of 11 

rupture propagation velocity and slip velocity within the ruptured area (e.g. Andrews, 12 

1976; Aochi and Ide, 2004). Such scaling in fracture energy can be explained by the 13 

fractal nature of fault surface roughness (Matsu’ura et al., 1992; Ohnaka, 2003; Ide and 14 

Aochi, 2005), while there are other possible interpretations such as purely mechanical 15 

effects between cracks (Yamashita and Fukuyama, 1996) or anelastic effects off the 16 

rupture plane (Andrews, 2005). Our model in this study is based on the former, namely 17 

that fracture energy is regarded as an intrinsic parameter given in advance. On a fault 18 

with a hierarchical Gc distribution, a rupture propagates self-similarly and stops without 19 

special mechanisms because the rupturing area is always covered by an area of larger Dc 20 

except for the largest characteristic earthquake of the system (Ide and Aochi, 2005). 21 

This does not mean that other heterogeneity in stress or other parameters in the friction 22 

law are not important; however, there are few studies focusing on the fracture energy 23 

and, therefore, it should be worth studying. The importance of this scaling problem is 24 
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shown by its influence on the radiated seismic waves from a fault (e.g. Mai et al., 2006). 1 

This paper considers how this multi-scale heterogeneity can be taken into account when 2 

discussing, not only single events of different magnitudes, but also a sequence of such 3 

events. The conclusion inferred from the study of Ide and Aochi (2005) on single events 4 

is that a perturbation (rupture initiation) on any small heterogeneity remains as a local 5 

event of small magnitude with a few exceptions that lead to the rupture of the entire 6 

system (a so-called characteristic event) showing a cascade-like rupture growth 7 

(Ellsworth and Beroza, 1995). Although each event is perfectly governed by the 8 

physical law, the system behavior appears stochastic because of the uncertainty of the 9 

initiation process. As emphasized in Ide and Aochi (2005), a rupture can initiate from a 10 

part much smaller than its final size and such an initiation often becomes unstable due 11 

to local fluctuations in stress or strength, which are not described in the deterministic 12 

simulation of the rupture propagation. Thus the initiation process requires a stochastic 13 

process representing unknown microscopic heterogeneities. This process is controlled 14 

by deterministically calculated macroscopic parameters, such as the average stress level. 15 

Besides the studies of earthquake dynamic rupture, there are many previous works on 16 

simulating seismicity. One end member, as represented by Otsuka (1971) and Bak and 17 

Tang (1989), for instance, is based on a simple mechanical model of stress release on a 18 

concerned grid and stress redistribution on the surrounding grid. Although these models 19 

show the characteristics of self-organized criticality, such as a wide range of events 20 

under no explicit spatial inhomogeneity, the governing system has only the 21 

nearest-neighbor interaction of a spring between two discretized blocks and may not be 22 

a proper approximation of a continuum medium where earthquakes occur. Thus another 23 

kind of mechanical model based on fracture mechanics in an elastic medium has been 24 
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developed (Mikumo and Miyatake, 1979; Yamashita, 1993; Rice, 1993; Ben-Zion and 1 

Rice, 1993; Lapusta et al., 2000; Zöller et al., 2005b; Hillers et al., 2006). As a crack 2 

evolves deterministically according to the elastic response and stress-displacement 3 

constitutive relation on the crack, the system approaches a limit cycle unless the grid 4 

resolution is insufficient with respect to a characteristic scale determined by the fault 5 

constitutive relation (Rice, 1993). In this case, some other heterogeneity in the 6 

parameters is required to generate the complexity of the seismicity in the continuum 7 

medium as in the dynamic rupture process of single events. Numerical efforts have been 8 

made to treat more complex heterogeneity and a large number of degrees of freedoms 9 

have been added to simulate a wide range of earthquakes. As we focus on the effect of 10 

dynamic earthquake events and so-called “asperities”, we will adopt a friction law that 11 

does not allow any aseismic slip during the simulation. There exist some studies, e.g. 12 

Lapusta et al. (2000) and Lapusta and Liu (2008), which simulate sequences of dynamic 13 

events and interseismic creeping within a single computational procedure and suggest 14 

that the interseismic processes may significantly change fault stress/strength conditions 15 

before earthquakes and, therefore, that it influences dynamic rupture processes. 16 

However, in most studies, smaller scales, which cannot be deterministically described 17 

on a model element, are not considered. In this case, these simulations are always 18 

deterministic regardless of the variety of event sequences. The aim of this paper is to 19 

take into account such small-scale instabilities and their consequences on macroscopic 20 

earthquake sequences. 21 

In this paper, we first explain the concept of a multi-scale heterogeneous fault according 22 

to Ide and Aochi (2005) and propose a process of stochastic rupture initiation controlled 23 

by a temporal evolution of stress. Then we examine five different distributions of 24 
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fracture energy (fault heterogeneity maps) randomly generated according to our rules 1 

and then carry out the numerical simulation of earthquake sequences during a hundred 2 

years. Each of these sequences is physically simulated using elasto-dynamics for a 3 

rupture event. Finally we analyze the simulation results in terms of their spatio-temporal 4 

characteristics. We are interested especially in how characteristic events occur in the 5 

sequence. 6 

2. Model 7 

2.1 Multi-scale heterogeneous fault description 8 

 9 

Let us consider a single isolated square fault segment under a far-field tectonic loading. 10 

Our fault model is principally based on the previous one of Ide and Aochi (2005), in 11 

which circular patches of different sizes are distributed randomly on a fault plane as 12 

illustrated in Figure 1. The number of patches follows a fractal distribution of the 13 

size-number relation. Letting nN  be the number of the patches of the n-th order with a 14 

radius rn:  15 

                               02
n

nr r=                          (1) 16 

then we set:  17 

02 Dn

nN N−
=   (2) 18 

where the fractal dimension is chosen as 2D = . There are 16384 (= 0N ) 0-th order 19 

patches of the smallest size, while one for the 7th order patch whose radius is 2
7
 = 128 20 

times larger than the smallest ones. Additionally we introduce an 8
th
-order patch with an 21 

appearance probability of 0.25.  In this paper, we call these patches and patch 22 

distribution simply as the heterogeneity and fault heterogeneity map, respectively. It 23 
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should be noted that, as explained in the later sections, no other intrinsic heterogeneity 1 

is assumed in our model, namely heterogeneity in the stress field is generated naturally 2 

according to the earthquake history and stress loading is uniform over the fault. .  3 

Next it is assumed that each patch has fracture energy cG  proportional to its radius: 4 

c nG r∝  ,  (3) 5 

so that the smallest patches represent the weakest points. A simple slip-weakening 6 

friction law between shear stress τ  and fault slip u∆  is introduced to govern the 7 

rupture process on the fault during slipping:  8 

 ( ) (1 ) (1 )b c c ru u D H u Dτ τ τ∆ = ∆ − ∆ / − ∆ / +   (4) 9 

where the parameters bτ∆  and cD  are called breakdown strength drop and critical 10 

slip distance and ( )H ⋅  is the Heaviside function. rτ  represents a level of so-called 11 

dynamic friction (residual stress), but hereafter 0rτ =  is assumed without loss of 12 

generality for a planar fault problem because we discuss the deviate stress. The fault 13 

strength (static friction) is thus written as b rτ τ∆ +  when the fault is not sliding. As is 14 

mentioned later, an immediate healing process is assumed. In this formulation, fracture 15 

energy is simply written by / 2c b cG Dτ= ∆ ⋅ . We assume bτ∆  uniform everywhere at 16 

every scale (= 5 MPa) to simplify the problem so that the scale-dependent parameter of 17 

interest is cD . Hereafter we will discuss this parameter cD  instead of the fracture 18 

energy cG . The importance of the linear scale dependence of cD  has been pointed out 19 

by different researchers (e.g. Andrews, 1976; Matsu’ura et al., 1992; Ohnaka, 2003). 20 

This scale dependence is a necessary condition for the self-similarity of the dynamic 21 

earthquake rupture between small and large earthquakes, which is strongly implied by 22 
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laboratory experiments and seismological analyses. The problem had been the degree of 1 

variation in cD  for a single system. Integrating the concept of Matsu’ura et al. (1992) 2 

and Ohnaka (2003) that cD  originates from the topology of fault surface, our previous 3 

work (Ide and Aochi, 2005), consisting of Equations (1) to (4), has successfully shown 4 

that various sizes of earthquakes occur on a single fault system having a cD  5 

distribution.  6 

In this study, the dimension of the fault area is 16.4 ×  16.4 km 2  surrounded by an 7 

unbreakable barrier, which implies that this fault is isolated from the outside. This fault 8 

is subdivided into 4096 ×  4096 elements which cannot currently be treated directly by 9 

our numerical scheme. Thus, as explained in the next section, we dynamically adjust the 10 

grid size of the calculation to the scale where the rupture is progressing during each 11 

earthquake. We generate five different distributions of circular patches as shown in 12 

Figure 2. The location of each patch is randomly determined within the whole fault 13 

plane. The minimum cD  is 0.25 mm. It is noted that the largest patch does not always 14 

appear as its appearance probability equals 0.25. This fault is also charged by a constant 15 

far-field tectonic loading, which controls stochastic initiation process as explained in a 16 

later section. Thus the complexity arises both from the stochastic growth of earthquake 17 

rupture and from the stochastic rupture initiation process.  18 

2.2 Simulation of the dynamic rupture stage 19 

 20 

In this section, we explain the part of the deterministic calculation of this simulation 21 

based on the dynamic and static response in a homogeneous, infinite elastic medium. 22 

Once rupture is initiated somewhere on the fault, we calculate the spontaneous dynamic 23 

process using a boundary integral equation method (BIEM: Fukuyama and Madariaga, 24 
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1995, 1998) and a renormalization technique (Aochi and Ide, 2004), which allows us to 1 

follow the growth process of the rupture by changing the grid size until the arrest of 2 

rupture by conserving the released seismic moment and the fracture energy on the 3 

concerned area. The rupture initiation at the initial step is given by a finite circular 4 

crack; this effect disappears rapidly after the renormalization process [See Figures 2 and 5 

4 in Aochi and Ide (2004)]. From the viewpoint of larger scales, the dynamic rupture 6 

process appears to begin as a point in our configuration. The BIEM calculation is 7 

always carried out on the unit grid with 64 ×  64 boundary elements by using a 8 

technique of two-dimensional fast Fourier transforms. According to the definition of the 9 

BIEM, nothing happens outside the physical model region, i.e. we do not need to 10 

consider it. An unbreakable barrier theoretically represents the condition that fault slip 11 

always equals zero. 12 

Once a dynamic rupture begins (see the next section on how it is triggered), the stress 13 

drops in the ruptured area with fault slip according to Equation (4) while stress 14 

accumulates in the surrounding area according to elasto-dynamics, calculated by the 15 

BIEM. During this process, the fault slip is triggered at each grid point once the applied 16 

shear stress exceeds the fault strength ( b rτ τ∆ + ). This means that there remains in 17 

principle a possibility that dynamic stress perturbation may cause a rupture at distance 18 

away from the rupture front, as our model is intrinsically heterogeneous at all scales. 19 

However, a triggered event of significant size is rarely observed in the following 20 

simulation. This is because, as we will see later, the probability for a rupture to grow 21 

logarithmically decreases with size and also because such instabilities may soon 22 

coalesce with the dominant rupture area even if it exists. Thus, although this mechanism 23 

could be important when discussing high-frequency seismic wave radiation and 24 
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dynamic triggering in a more complex fault system, its influence is limited for the 1 

macroscopic view of rupture growth on a single plane, which we aim to discuss in this 2 

paper. Once all the grids are complete at a scale where the simulation is progressing, the 3 

dynamic rupture simulation of one event finishes. At the end of each dynamic rupture 4 

simulation, we calculate the static stress change due to the event. To simplify the 5 

numerical procedure, the near-field stress change is calculated based on the scale where 6 

the rupture has terminated, while the far-field stress is rapidly calculated on the 7 

large-scale grids by using a renormalization technique. This is a good enough 8 

approximation since the detail of the slip distribution mostly perturbs the region close to 9 

the ruptured area and the change in the stress field is gradual at distance. This 10 

significantly speeds up the process.  11 

The slip-weakening law in (4) has no healing mechanism, but it is unlikely that the 12 

ruptured area remains weak a long time after the event. For simplicity, we, therefore, 13 

assume that the fault is healed immediately after arrest, to its original strength value and 14 

that it keeps the same value of fracture energy, or cD , resetting u∆  to be zero in 15 

Equation (4). The first event occurs under a uniform stress field, but the stress field 16 

evolves to be heterogeneous through the ongoing seismicity. During the sequences, the 17 

stress values may even become negative in our numerical system due to the 18 

overshooting effect of the dynamic rupture process. However, “back slip” is prohibited, 19 

as rτ  in Equation (4) is not really zero but high enough to suppress backward motion 20 

in nature. 21 

2.3 Stochastic initiation process and system evolution 22 

 23 

The initiation criterion for each event is a fundamental assumption in this study. We 24 
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introduce a stochastic description reflecting unknown heterogeneity and a macroscopic 1 

stress field, which is the available information in the above framework. Laboratory 2 

experiments suggest a Weibull-type distribution for the strength distribution of rock 3 

material (e.g. Yamaguchi and Nishimatsu, 1967) and previous numerical studies 4 

adopted such a strength distribution (e.g. Mikumo and Miyatake, 1978, 1979). However, 5 

this study assumes uniform fault strength and introduces prescribed fracture energy at 6 

each point on the fault as the rupture process is deterministically described by a fault 7 

constitutive relation and elasto-dynamics. Thus, we need another way to model the 8 

fragility of each point with respect to the given fracture criterion and stress condition.  9 

As shown in numerous deterministic simulations, giving a small instability to a 10 

nucleation area with some finite size allows spontaneous dynamic rupture propagation 11 

even if the stress is moderately loaded on the fault system. This is often discussed by 12 

some normalized parameter between stress, strength or fracture energy (e.g. Das and 13 

Aki, 1977; Shibazaki and Matsu’ura, 1998; Madariaga and Olsen, 2000). These all 14 

imply that there remains an arbitrary selection of the nucleation points with respect to 15 

the stress field and it is well known that this significantly affects the rupture history and 16 

the wave radiation (e.g. Guaterri et al., 2003; Aochi et al., 2006). No quantitative 17 

description of the selection of such an initiation process has been established, as this 18 

may be physically related to the microscopic heterogeneity that we cannot describe 19 

deterministically. In this paper, we thus assume that this selection is stochastic with a 20 

function of accumulated stress and propose to approximate it by a Weibull distribution 21 

function. The selection, i.e. the probability of rupture P  of any patch of the minimum 22 

size under the applied stress τ  within a fixed duration, is written using a Weibull 23 

distribution:  24 
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 1( ) ( )( ) ( ( ) )k kP k k expτ λ λ τ λ τ λ−
; , ∝ / / − / , (5) 1 

where k  (shape parameter) and λ  (scale parameter) determine the shape of the 2 

distribution and the characteristic stress level related to the maximum probability, 3 

respectively. This probability P  is defined to be zero when 0τ ≤  and a condition of 4 

5τ >  does not exist in our context. Equation (5) might be replaced by another 5 

functional form, but the merit of using this function is that it is sufficient to study k 6 

since λ  is taken equal to the assumed peak strength (λ  = 5 MPa). Figure 3 shows this 7 

function for different values of k. This qualitatively matches our hypothesis, where the 8 

probability is effectively zero at very low stresses and increases with the external stress 9 

until the supposed strength. A large value of k  produces a narrow peak aroundλ , 10 

which makes rupture initiation sensitive to the macroscopic stress concentration. In 11 

contrast, with a small k , rupture initiation under low stress is more likely, which means 12 

that the microscopic stress perturbation on any patch is relatively independent of the 13 

initiation probability that is controlled mainly by surrounding macroscopic stress field.  14 

In the presence of tectonic loading, stress state and the probability of event occurrence 15 

depends on time. Adjusting the far field stress loading rate, we may control the 16 

recurrence time of seismic cycles. Event frequency is related to Equation (5). To 17 

normalize this equation in a seismic cycle, we suppose a roughly characteristic event of 18 

this fault (Mw about 6) every T  year. The standard Gutenberg-Richter law then 19 

predicts (6 )10 M−  events of magnitudes greater than M during the period T . 20 

Remembering that the minimum simulated event appears around magnitude M = 1 21 

corresponding the smallest patches on the fault system, we assume that all the initiation 22 

points are triggered at least once during these T  years. The average event interval is 23 
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then intt  = T  (years)/16384 (events), and the mean probability of events is eventP  = 1 

1

intt−  per unit time. Namely we normalize Equation (5) so as to satisfy the following 2 

relation taking a stress value of 3MPa as reference:  3 

 ( 3MPa )min eventN P k Pτ λ× = ; , = .  (6) 4 

However, this normalization is based on the assumption of a uniform stress field of 3 5 

MPa. As we will see in the following sections, stress field evolves with tectonic loading 6 

and event sequences and hence the stress applied on the system is not stationary. More 7 

precisely, it is lower during most of the period because the characteristic events release 8 

the entire accumulated stress at once. As a consequence, we will see that the simulated 9 

seismicity is much lower than expected. We finally assume that the tectonic stress 10 

loading for each time step, tectonicτ∆ , is constant, namely stress builds up to 3 MPa, 11 

taken as the reference above, during T . The parameters are summarized in Table 1.  12 

We note that the above procedure selects either no hypocenter or one hypocenter at each 13 

time step. If no hypocenter is selected, we advance in time. If one hypocenter is selected, 14 

this defines the initial model space at the finest scale where we begin a dynamic 15 

simulation. In the dynamic rupture simulations, an instantaneous strength drop is given 16 

at the beginning on a small area within a selected smallest patch. Namely the strength is 17 

forced to be zero in Equation (4). Once selected, this initial process has a positive stress 18 

drop so that the rupture progresses more or less spontaneously according to the current 19 

boundary conditions.  20 

  21 

 22 
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3. Simulation results 1 

 2 

We execute the simulations for five different fault heterogeneity maps (Figure 2) based 3 

on the above procedure. The parameters are given in Table 1, considering a tectonically 4 

active zone (on average a M6.5 event every 20 years). The parameters of the Weibull’s 5 

function are chosen after studying the results of our preliminary run. We discuss the 6 

sensitivity to the parameters in a later section. We begin the simulation with a uniform 7 

stress of 3.5 MPa expecting the first characteristic earthquake to occur early in all the 8 

simulation; this warming-up period (cycle 0) is not taken into account in subsequency 9 

discussions. Here the characteristic earthquake is defined as the rupture process 10 

propagating on the whole fault area and being stopped by the barriers outside of the 11 

modeled region. Such an event completely releases the accumulated stress on the fault. 12 

We run each simulation for a hundred years, by running the stochastic initiation process 13 

every hour and by simulating the dynamic rupture process for a time step for a 14 

minimum 0.33 ms. This takes more than a week on a quad-core machine, although one 15 

earthquake is usually simulated within a few minutes. In the following section, we first 16 

discuss the statistical aspects of the earthquake sequences and then watch the details of 17 

the rupture process occurring in the simulation, from deterministic point of view. 18 

 19 

3.1 Earthquake sequences with time 20 

Figures 4 and 5 show the earthquake sequences with time for a hundred years for five 21 

fault heterogeneity maps. Characteristic events (Mw 6.4-6.5) repeat constantly in all 22 

cases with an average recurrence interval of about 20 years after a certain number of 23 

earthquakes have occurred. As reported in Table 2, the variation in the recurrence 24 
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interval of characteristic earthquakes is relatively small. The difference between 1 

maximum and minimum recurrence times within each simulation is less than 5 % of the 2 

average recurrence time for maps (1) to (3), and 7 % and 13 % for (4) and (5), 3 

respectively. This originates from the internal effect of the stochastic rupture initiation, 4 

including the choice of random numbers and the subsequent earthquake histories along 5 

the fault. More interestingly, the maximum difference in the average recurrence time 6 

according to the fault heterogeneity maps is rather large, 1.89 years, namely the 7 

diversity due to the maps is larger than the fluctuation (randomness) within each 8 

simulation except for (5). This indicates the importance of the geometrical distribution 9 

of the patches (fault heterogeneity), although all the maps are realizations of the same 10 

statistical model. The uniqueness of (5) is clear in the fault heterogeneity map where the 11 

maximum patch is accidentally missed. 12 

It is found that the number of earthquakes accelerates with time and the maximum 13 

magnitude also increases. This is controlled by the external stress level. First, the 14 

increase of stress level raises the probability of the rupture initiation following Equation 15 

(5) so that it eases the appearance of earthquakes with time. On the other hand, the 16 

dominance of large events indicates that larger earthquakes require higher stress loading 17 

over a large area, while small earthquakes can occur within a localized stress 18 

accumulation. Higher background stress enhances patch interaction and growth to 19 

become a large event. 20 

It is not surprising that no earthquake appears just after a characteristic event. This is 21 

because the stress is completely released across the entire fault and it takes time to 22 

recover enough stress to lead to a new earthquake. This is a common feature in previous 23 

studies, which do not introduce any specific mechanisms for delayed rupture, relaxation 24 
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of the medium, pore fluid flow and so on (e.g. Zöller et al., 2005a).  1 

 2 

3.2 Earthquake size distribution 3 

In this section, we report the size distribution of the earthquakes. As already clearly 4 

shown in Figure 4, the greater tectonic stress accumulated with time, the larger the 5 

earthquake that appears. This indicates that the larger earthquakes require widely 6 

accumulated stress. On other hand, small earthquakes easily occur at any time without 7 

growing to large events, mainly because they are controlled by small-scale 8 

heterogeneities that are recovered relatively quickly. Figure 6 shows the size-frequency 9 

relation for the cumulative number of earthquakes within each simulation. The 10 

characteristic events of around M6.5 are shifted from the scaling relation of smaller 11 

earthquakes. We then find that most of the seismic cycles in all the simulations briefly 12 

show a linear Gutenberg-Richter relation, while the ones of simulation (4) and (5) show 13 

significantly curved relations with dominant magnitudes around 3 [there is also a small 14 

curvature in the relation for simulation (3)]. In the latter case, it should be noted that the 15 

number of earthquakes also increases. This means that there should be something 16 

characteristic at this scale to break the scaling relation. Many earthquakes cannot grow 17 

larger than this size. This feature can be understood deterministically by detailed 18 

analysis of the earthquake sequences (See section 3.4)  19 

The absence of aftershocks has already been reported in Figures 4 and 5. In nature, the 20 

characteristic event accompanies many aftershocks, which often show a 21 

Gutenberg-Richter size-frequency relation. On the other hand, it is also known that such 22 

relations are visible in any time period during a seismic cycle, even for background 23 
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seismicity. Therefore it is not surprising that a Gutenberg-Richter behavior appears 1 

without aftershocks.  2 

 3 

3.3 Spatial pattern of sequences 4 

The spatial patterns of seismicity in Figure 7 have some interesting features.  First, 5 

although the seismicity is greatly distributed, some concentrations and/or gaps are found. 6 

From the macroscopic view of the whole fault area, the seismicity is located more on 7 

the upper section of the fault in (1) and (2) and located on the lower section in (3), for 8 

example. On the other hand, in some cycles such as indicated in green for (4) and purple 9 

for (5), the sequences sometimes leave a gap in certain areas and in the surrounding 10 

regions many more earthquakes are found. In this case, the number of earthquakes also 11 

increases (Figure 5) and some dominant earthquake size appears (Figure 6). Both 12 

phenomena should be the result of some physical process of earthquake ruptures 13 

regardless of the randomness of the rupture initiation. On the other hand, we find that 14 

the hypocenters of the characteristic earthquakes are sometimes close to one other, as 15 

four events in (1) and all events in (2), for example. In (3), the hypocenters are divided 16 

into two different areas. We will next discuss these similarities and the complexity by 17 

considering in detail the process of earthquake ruptures.  18 

 19 

3.4 Stress field evolution 20 

The upper and lower rows of Figure 8 respectively show the stress field before and after 21 

every characteristic earthquake in the simulations. More exactly, the upper row 22 
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represents the final stress of the precedent earthquake and the lower row is the final 1 

stress when the characteristic earthquakes have finished.  The evolution of the stress 2 

field pattern can be classified into two groups: rather homogeneous evolution 3 

represented by (1) and (2) of Figure 8, and inhomogeneous evolution due to some 4 

visible ruptured area of intermediate magnitude earthquakes, especially observed in the 5 

third cycle of (4), for example. Comparing Figure 8 with the fault heterogeneity and 6 

seismicity (Figures 2 and 7), we can find how each system becomes ready to rupture the 7 

whole area, or the largest patch. Such instability requires some large areas with almost 8 

complete stress drop. These areas may be formed dynamically within a single event as a 9 

cascade, which we may call dynamic nucleation, or it may happen during many 10 

precedent earthquakes as in a quasi-static nucleation. 11 

The fault heterogeneity maps (1) and (2) (Figure 2) are typical examples of the former 12 

case. Namely the patch distribution allows a cascade-like rupture growth from the 13 

smallest patch to the largest one (Ide and Aochi, 2005). A small perturbation can easily 14 

grow to a characteristic event without a large quasi-static nucleation area. Only a small 15 

number of earthquakes occur leaving a clear gap between magnitude 4 and 6.5 in the 16 

magnitude-frequency relation. This also explains the closeness of the hypocenters of the 17 

characteristic events.  In map (1), a cascade-like growth must propagate into the largest 18 

patch located in the right upper corner. The only exception is a rupture that begins far 19 

from this patch at the end of the first cycle (star in purple in Figure 7), the rupture 20 

process takes longer, by about 40 %, to propagate along the whole fault area, than in the 21 

other simulations. Despite the similarity of the initial scenario, slightly different 22 

behavior can be observed for the characteristic event. The rupture may initiate from a 23 

different direction with respect to the largest patches, as observed in the Parkfield 24 
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earthquakes in 1966 and 2004 (Bakun et al., 2005; Murray and Langbein, 2006). After 1 

the rupture of the largest patch, every rupture similarly propagates unilaterally to the 2 

lower part. The rupture directivity towards the bottom releases much stress at the 3 

bottom with respect to the top, which is known as the overshoot effect. This effect 4 

explains low seismicity in the lower part of the fault and precludes preparation to a 5 

characteristic event. 6 

In contrast, large quasi-static nucleation areas with low stress appear before some 7 

characteristic events for maps (4) and (5) in Figure 8. In other words, this is a 8 

pre-slipped area and the stress concentration surrounding this area promotes the 9 

initiation of a large earthquake. The typical case is clearly seen in the third cycle of map 10 

(4). Here an earthquake of magnitude 5.7 occurs in early stage of the stress build-up   11 

(Figure 4) and this cannot grow further at this time. The seismicity in and around the 12 

ruptured area becomes high (Figure 7). In other words, the characteristic earthquake 13 

fails to occur following one favorable scenario and the system has to wait a long time 14 

for the next possible scenario (see the third characteristic earthquakes) when the system 15 

is highly charged and heterogeneous. This increases the seismicity (Figures 5 and 6), 16 

especially small earthquakes occurring in the surrounding area, which cannot become 17 

large enough to lead to a characteristic event (Figure 7). These are anomalies in the fault 18 

system, controlled by the timing of an intermediate earthquake. 19 

Map (3) in Figure 8 shows similar characteristics to maps (1) and (2) although it has a  20 

slightly nonlinear G-R relation (Figure 6). The characteristic events always begin on the 21 

largest patch without interacting with the other large patches located in the 22 

middle-to-upper part. This means the coalescence of the smaller patches (light blue) is 23 

strong enough to break the largest ones. Another reason comes from the fact that the 24 
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patches in the upper part are not activated so favorably due to the directivity effect of 1 

the characteristic earthquake once this occurred on the lower part.  2 

In this way, the anomalies found in the simulations can be understood while analyzing 3 

in detail the on-going earthquake sequence through the statistical features and the 4 

physical rupture processes. Therefore the scenario of the forth-coming characteristic 5 

earthquake in the concerned seismic cycle can be constrained with respect to its time, 6 

position and rupture directivity.  7 

 8 

4. Discussion  9 

 10 

We have observed that different heterogeneity maps with the same statistical features 11 

lead to a diversity of earthquake sequences, conserving some deterministic features of 12 

the characteristic earthquakes. Let us now consider the sensitivity to the parameters of 13 

the assumed rupture initiation process. The form of our probabilistic function (5) is 14 

hypothetical and the shape parameter k controls the sensitivity of initial rupture process 15 

to the loaded stress field, as demonstrated in Figure 3,. For easy comparison, we use the 16 

same maps as (1).  17 

First Figure 9 shows a case for k = 3 (Figure 3), where the earthquake initiation point is 18 

selected almost independently with respect to the stress distribution determined by the 19 

previous earthquake history. Therefore the earthquake distribution always remains 20 

almost uniform without any explicit localization (d). As a result, the number of smaller 21 

earthquakes increases in the size-frequency relation (Figure 9b-c).  22 

Figure 10 shows the opposite case, k = 60, where rupture selectively starts from a patch 23 

of high stress accumulation and system behavior is significantly different. Since the 24 
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computation takes too long, we show only the first year starting with a uniform stress 1 

condition, which represents a typical behavior of this system. Very early earthquakes 2 

are dispersed over the fault, as the initial stress is uniform anywhere. However, soon the 3 

predominant earthquake sequence appears (bottom part of Figure 10d), where the 4 

following earthquakes occur only near the periphery of the previous rupture area. In the 5 

rest of the model space, the initiation probability (Figure 3) remains very low. This 6 

predominant sequence progresses very quickly, as earthquakes are triggered at almost 7 

every time step. Thus, the sequence shows a very concentrated time history, as seen in 8 

Figures 10(a) and (b), suggesting insufficient temporal resolution with the current time 9 

step. The extension of the ruptured area works as the quasi-static nucleation process and 10 

the characteristic earthquake occurs after the ruptured area becomes a critical size. The 11 

earthquake size distribution deviates from self-similar relation. In this example, the 12 

heterogeneous stress field generated rapidly by some initial earthquakes controls the 13 

following sequence. It also suggests that any anomaly in the initial stress field may 14 

control the whole earthquake sequence.  15 

It is widely known that some cellular automaton models generate a Gutenberg-Richter 16 

like size-frequency distribution (e.g. Bak and Tang, 1989), while elastic continuum 17 

models with a characteristic length converge into a periodic behavior (e.g. Rice, 1993). 18 

Our system behavior cannot be interpreted using these two end members. Figure 9 and 19 

10 show that stochastic initiation process must be adjusted to mimic the vast distribution 20 

of the seismicity, characteristic earthquakes, and a Gutenberg-Richter relation. However, 21 

the essential part of our model is the heterogeneity map derived from Equations (1) – 22 

(3), as randomly initiated rupture on such a heterogeneous map gives a 23 

Gutenberg-Richter relation (Ide and Aochi, 2005) even without any system evolution. 24 
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As the introduction of system evolution sometimes interferes with the intrinsic features 1 

of the system, anomalies found in the current simulation might be hidden if we consider 2 

further complexity of the natural system. 3 

Our general concern for natural earthquakes is how a characteristic earthquake appears 4 

in the seismic cycle. We assume built-in heterogeneous 
c

D  distribution that is 5 

conserved after each characteristic event, which might be debatable. Probably the 6 

patches (fault heterogeneity) at larger scales is intrinsic (invariable in space) during a 7 

few seismic cycles, as inferred from the slip distributions of subsequent earthquakes in 8 

the subduction zones around Japan (Nagai et al. 2001, Yamanaka and Kikuchi, 2003) 9 

and at Parkfield (Murray and Langbein, 2006). In laboratory experiments, large 10 

asperities due to geometric irregularities are well conserved such that ruptures begin on 11 

the faults similarly (Ohnaka and Shen, 1999) and this matches with our initial model of 12 

multi-scale 
c

D  (Ide and Aochi, 2005). As the initiation process at smaller scales in our 13 

simulation is stochastic, the earthquake sequences appearing at small scales seem 14 

different every time. Keeping the same heterogeneity at all scales may be acceptable as 15 

a first attempt. However, this point should be discussed further in future studies.  16 

As mentioned earlier, the stochastic rupture initiation process can be debated because 17 

most of our observations concern the macroscopic fracture criterion. Without 18 

knowledge of the real dynamics and fine-scale heterogeneity in the first instability scale, 19 

such a stochastic description would be a practical substitute. Then, our current 20 

normalization process homogenizes the initial field information during the rupture 21 

propagation. This is correct at the scale of characteristic earthquakes, but it will be 22 

another interesting topic to study how smaller heterogeneity influences the rupture 23 
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process at each scale. Fine-scale complexity around the rupture front may generate very 1 

complex seismic wave radiation at high frequencies. Such processes will require further 2 

numerical developments, such as auto-adopted gridding within the BIEM. 3 

 4 

5. Summary 5 

 6 

A sequence of complex dynamic rupture events under a constant tectonic loading is 7 

simulated based on a multi-scale heterogeneous fault model with circular patches, a 8 

stochastic rupture initiation process governed by a Weibull probabilistic function and 9 

instantaneous healing of the fault strength by keeping the same map during every cycle. 10 

The simulation results are analyzed statistically to explain their diversity and their 11 

similarity both from the statistics of the seismicity and from the physical process of the 12 

earthquake rupture. As previously shown in Ide and Aochi (2005), a self-organized 13 

system such as the Gutenberg-Richter size distribution relation originates from the 14 

multi-scale heterogeneity map we assume. However, different simulations show that the 15 

history of stress field may hide this intrinsic feature. The diversity of earthquake 16 

sequences is principally controlled by the spatial distribution of the patches. Although 17 

the exact time and position of the onset of the characteristic earthquakes cannot be 18 

predicted, they occur rather regularly in time and similarly in different seismic cycles. 19 

Dynamic rupture processes of the characteristic earthquakes leave heterogeneous 20 

residual stresses due to directivity and overshoot effects, so that this pattern often 21 

controls the spatial distribution of the following seismicity. It is also found that larger 22 

earthquakes may occur later in each seismic cycle. This means much stress 23 

concentration over large area is required for a rupture to propagate spontaneously to a 24 
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larger area. Some irregular characteristic earthquakes may occur based on the map and 1 

the randomness of the preceding earthquake sequence. In this case, an anomaly in the 2 

seismicity such as the number of earthquakes, size distribution and spatial distribution 3 

becomes visible. From the physical viewpoint, this is due to an intermediate earthquake 4 

before the stress is sufficiently accumulated over the fault system. This means that such 5 

an anomaly is not predicable before the cycle, but understandable through the analysis 6 

of the concerned earthquakes during the cycle. In nature no fault system can be isolated 7 

from the others, so that the phenomena should be more complex. However, the 8 

similarity and the diversity simulated in this study, governed by the structure of an 9 

inherent distribution of Dc, suggests the importance of pre-existing fault heterogeneity 10 

structure for the appearance of earthquake sequences, including those that are 11 

characteristic.  12 
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 1 

Parameter Quantity 

Rigidity  32.4 Gpa 

P-wave velocity 6000 m/s 

S-wave velocity  3464 m/s 

BIEM grid size 4 m at minimum 

BIEM time step 0.33 ms at minimum 

Peak strength bτ∆  5 MPa 

Critical slip distance cD  Variable (See Figure 2) 

Weibull’s shape parameter k 15 

Weibull’s scale parameter λ 5 MPa 

Period T  20 years 

Event probability eventP  0.1 per hour 

Tectonic loading tectonicτ∆  10 Pa per hour 

Table 1: Model parameters used in the simulations.  2 

  3 
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 1 

Fault 

Heterogeneity 

Map 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Max 

(Tr) 

Min 

(Tr) 

Max(Tr)- 

Min(Tr) 

Average 

Recurrence 

Time :Tr(yr) 

19.61 20.12 20.92 21.07 19.18 21.07 19.18 1.89 

Max (Tr) 19.99 20.25 21.34 21.88 21.10    

Min (Tr) 19.05 19.85 20.36 20.41 18.58    

Max(Tr)-Min(Tr) 0.94 0.40 0.98 1.46 2.52    

 2 

 3 

Table 2: Recurrence time of the simulated characteristic earthquakes for each fault 4 

heterogeneity map. To the bottom, the maximum, the minimum and their difference are 5 

presented for each map. To the right, the maximum, the minimum and the difference are 6 

calculated for the averages of each simulation. 7 

     8 
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 1 

 2 

 3 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of multi-scale heterogeneous Dc distribution [after Ide and 4 

Aochi (2005)]. Focusing on the microscopic scale, one finds numerous small parts of small 5 

Dc.  6 
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 2 
 3 

Figure 2: Five heterogeneity maps stochastically generated according to the same rules. The model area 4 

(X, Y) has a dimension of 16384 m x 16384 m, namely 4096 x 4096 grids in the minimum scale. The 5 

appearance probability of the maximum patch (olive) is 0.25, so that it is possible that this patch does not 6 

appear in the area as in Map 5. See the text in the detail. 7 
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 2 
 3 

Figure 3: Probabilistic function defined by Equation (5) for k = 3, 15 and 60.  4 

 5 

 6 
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 1 

 2 
Figure 4: Earthquake sequences with time for each heterogeneity map. The number in the upper 3 

left corner corresponds to the number of each map. 4 
 5 
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 2 
 3 

Figure5: Cumulative number of earthquakes with time for each map, (1) to (5). The curves in (1) and (5) 4 

end just before 100 years, because there is no seismicity following the previous characteristic 5 

earthquakes. 6 
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 1 
Figure 6: Earthquake numbers against magnitude for each map from (1) to (5). The black circle shows the 2 

total seismicity during 100 years of each simulation. Other marks represent four cycles within the 100 3 

years. 4 
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 2 
 3 

Figure 7: Spatial distribution of hypocenters of earthquake sequences during the simulated 100 4 

years. Events are plotted by different colors according to the seismic cycles, each of which ends with 5 

the characteristic event represented by stars. The size of circles is proportional to the event 6 

magnitude, but it does not represent the physically ruptured area.  7 
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 1 
 2 

Figure 8: Stress field on the whole fault area before (upper row) and after (lower row) the 3 

characteristic earthquakes of each simulation (1) to (5). It should be made clear that the upper row 4 

corresponds to the earthquake preceding the characteristic event. The numbers separated by a 5 

colon represent, respectively, the event time in hours and the sequence number in each cycle (0 for 6 

the characteristic one). Each panel shows the entire fault regions of 16.4 km x 16.4 km.    7 
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 1 
Figure 9: Simulated earthquake sequences in the case of k = 3 for the heterogeneity map (1). (a) 2 

Magnitude-Time, (b) Earthquake cumulative number – Time, (c) Size distribution and (d) Hypocenter 3 

distribution. See also the captions of the previous figures. 4 
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 1 
 2 

Figure 10: Simulated earthquake sequences for k = 60 on the heterogeneity map (1). Cumulative 3 

earthquake number against magnitude on the left panel and stress evolution for every 200 events in right 4 

panel. 5 


